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Greetings Friends 

 

I received an overwhelming response to last month‘s  

Shutterbug...thank you to all who take the time to correspond 

and share your thoughts. 

 

Members who submitted portfolios… thank you… look out for 

your stories in future editions. 

 

Take advantage of the Workshops on offer by Justin and Joe. 

 

Johann van der Walt and Evelyn Gibson very kindly shared their 

knowledge and opinions on JUDGING with us.. Be sure to read!! 

 

Get some insight into the life of Jacques Sellschop. 

 

The death of Cecil the lion brought  tears to all  who care … read 

the Lion Stories of National Geographic Photographers. 

 

Friends, I am off on a Safari of a lifetime… hopefully I will return 

with awesome photos to share!!  

 

Wishing you fewer words and many exposures. 

 

 

Nerissa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Great photography  
Is about Depth of Feelings  

not 
Depth of Field 

Peter Adams 
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CHAIRMAN‘S REPORT 

 

Dear Members  

 

We are very fortunate in that we have two workshops organized for the 

month of August, both taking place at St Mikes Hotel.  

On Saturday 15th August, Justin Klusener will be holding a workshop on  

studio photography.  He will provide the lighting and backdrops and has also 

organized models for our aspirant photographers.  In return, all photo-

graphers participating are requested to forward at least three of their best 

images taken and processed, to each model, for their portfolio. This is a 

wonderful opportunity to learn a new genre and as numbers will be limited, 

we request you let Daryl (darylb@telkomsa.net) know asap if you will be  

attending.  

Then on the following Saturday, 22nd August, Joe Houghton will be holding a 

‗fruit slices macro workshop‘. This promises to be a fun workshop, suitable 

for all level of photographers with the opportunity to take some creative,  

colourful, abstract shots. You will need to bring along some fruit, a tripod 

and ideally a macro lens. Please email Joe at joe.houghton@gmail.com if you 

will be attending this workshop and he will forward a list of requirements to 

you. 

 

Joe is further assisting in keeping our club in the PSSA news.  His image 

‗Bus passing Big Ben‘ was chosen as the PSSA website picture of the month 

(July).  Well done Joe and also to all those members who featured in the 

PSSA Impala Trophy 2014-2015 results.  Kathy was placed 26th with 158  

salon acceptances, Nerissa 32nd with 130 and Dave 42nd with 113  

acceptances. Many of our members received a number of salon acceptances 

for the year and we are very proud of you all. 

Sadly, Dave and Joy Mullin are re-locating to the Midlands and although they 

will remain club members and have promised to visit us often, we will miss 

them both very much.  We wish them both success and happiness in their 

new venture. 

 

Next month‘s set subject is ‗weathered and I won‘t be doing a long story on 

the subject as we would like to encourage you to get out there and be  

creative – just remember your subject must have been affected by weather. 

 

Yours in photography 

 

Kathy Kay (APSSA) 

CHAIRMAN 
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Congratulations to the Authors! 

  STAR Volker Schorp      BEST JUNIOR     BEST JUNIOR      

My wife and  I are interested in architecture and were 

impressed  with the articles we have read about this 

widely discussed mosque in Istanbul. The 

architect Emre Arolat described it in his words as  

follow : "Sancaklar Mosque aims to address the 

fundamental issues of designing a mosque by  

distancing itself from the current architectural  

discussions based on form and focusing solely on the 

essence of religious space“. So we went on our way to 

South Africa via Istanbul to that mosque outside the 

city and were very impressed with what we were able 

to see there.  

 

Camera Details: Camera Details: Canon EOS 5D Mark II / Canon EF 16-35mm F 2,8 II USM ; 16mm; 1/20Sec; ISO 320; No 

 STAR Matt Skellern 

 
Taken early in July on a camping trip with my son walking up the dune. The 

contrast between the white sand dune and the blue sky was outstanding. The 

midmorning winter sun and the white sand resulted in a lot of light, allowing for 

a fast shutter speed which helped retain the colour of the sky. The gentle "S" 

curve of the dune and the texture of the windblown sand also helped me to 

choose how to frame the shot. 

  

Camera Details: Camera Details: Nikon D7100 Centre weighted metering Aperture f 6.3   

Shutter Speed 1/30  ISO  250 

Lens Sigma 150-500 

      Dahleen Sookdew  
 

This Image was taken in the Garden at St. Mikes where I was  

fortunate enough to have a quick lesson in the middle of the day 

with our very own Macro Fundi, Nerissa. I was photographing a 

bee when we spotted this little fly and after applying the tips she 

shared with me I was able to get a sharp shot which I then cropped 

and processed using Faststone.  

 

 

Camera Details: Camera Details: Canon 7D MK II, Exposure: 1/128sec, Aperture: 

F10, ISO 320, Focal Length: 105mm 

STAR 

Best Images for August 2015 
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Faan Behrens 
 

This photo was taken at a recent event at Dezzi track. It was 

mostly a car show. Fortunately I was lucky to be at the right 

place and time to catch the motor cycle acrobats in action. The 

one with the orange outfit is a girl. 

 

Camera Details:  Camera Details:  Canon 70d 100-400 lens 

  

  

  

  

STAR 

BEST SENIORBEST SENIOR  

Ari Du Toit 

 

Photo was taken during my recent trip to South Australia 

in a Town called Murray Bridge. 

It’s of the Murray river, that flooded its banks, and this 

created the lovely flooded pools next to the river.  

Pic was taken at about 04:30 in the morning, and all post 

processing was done in Photoshop and Lightroom. 

  

Camera Details: Camera Details: CANON EOS 5D 

                               LENS – SIGMA 18-250mm 

                               APPETURE – F8 

                               SHUTTER SPEED – 1/60 

Equipment:Equipment:                      TRIPOD 

                               SHUTTER RELEASE 

STAR 

 

Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm 
emerson 
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Weathered (Colour)  

By Kathy Kay APSSA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Your committee planned a fun set subject for September, namely ‗weathered‘. This 

means anything that has been affected by weather. As we would like to see your  

creativity this month, I have chosen a few images to give you an idea of what is  

required and the rest is up to you.  
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Just remember……. You still need to include the ‗wow‘ factor. Composition is also  

important; look for a focal point and take care to expose correctly. Get out there and 

find something weathered and let your creative juices flow.  

 

Most importantly, be safe!  

 

Kathy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Friends 

 

Please note that ALL Black & White/ Monochrome images, irrespective of the genre must 

be submitted in the MONOCHROME category when submitting your Monthly Club Images.  

 

 A monochrome image in a COLOUR ONLY category will be disqualified by the judges.  
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MODEL SHOOT: 

 

15 August 2015  

10am  - 2pm 

St Michaels Sands Hotel 
 

Details: 

 

There will be two models in attendance 

The models are professionals who know how to pose but photographers are encouraged to study posing techniques for model-

ling and use their knowledge to request the poses they require 

Indoor and outdoor locations will be available, this being the case, presumably one model will operate indoors and one out-

doors. Members can alternate between them. 

The maximum number of members who can be accommodated is 20 and therefore each photographer will have about 10 

minutes with the models 

There will be no charge for the models but the models are entitled to request the photographs taken to handed over to them for 

their use, these can be copyrighted. 

Each participant must pay R10 towards the cost of the hotel providing refreshments  

Each member must bring a tripod and appropriate lenses and filters for the shooting they wish to do. 

 

Contact Daryl Beneke on darylb@telkomsa.net to book your space.  

Hurry bookings are on a FIRST COME FIRST SERVE BASIS 

 

 

FREE FRUIT  SLICES MACRO WORKSHOP  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

22 August 2015 

2pm –5pm 

St Michaels Sands Hotel 
 

Please come along and have a fun afternoon trying out a simple but very effective technique to create wonderful, colour-filled 

abstract images using nothing but sliced fruit and your imagination!  The workshop is suitable for all levels of photographer 

from total beginners upwards, and experienced club members will be on hand to assist if you want advice or help. There will 

be a demonstration of the techniques for taking and processing your images plus of course the chance to practice yourself and 

create your own amazing abstract shots. 

 

What you need : 

 

Various fruits ,a chopping board and a very sharp knife to create the thinnest slices you can! 

A diffused light shining upwards through a clear surface onto which the fruit slice is placed.! 

You don’t have to use a glass sheet – I use a Glass casserole dish! 

LED panels are great, but another option is an iPad ,tablet or phone on max brightness–you can make the screen any colour as 

well! 

If using a normal light or LED, greaseproof paper is a great diffuser, but tissue paper works as well! 

Ideally a macro lens to really get close, otherwise you’ll be cropping in Substantially in post processing  

Use a tripod and point your lens down vertically! 

 A remote shutter release for maximum sharpness! 

 

Contact Joe Houghton on  joe.houghton@gmail.com  to book your space. 
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   JACQUES SELLSCHOP JACQUES SELLSCHOP --    MY  STORYMY  STORY 

“You?  Retire to the South Coast?  You must be crazy. You’ll be back in  Jo’burg in 6 months. That place “You?  Retire to the South Coast?  You must be crazy. You’ll be back in  Jo’burg in 6 months. That place 

is like God’s waiting room. With your academic background it will drive you mad.”  is like God’s waiting room. With your academic background it will drive you mad.”    

Such was the opinion of my  insurance broker.  He has been  a good friend  for over 40 years, but  is  Such was the opinion of my  insurance broker.  He has been  a good friend  for over 40 years, but  is    

burdened with neither finesse nor tact . Clearly he is not clairvoyant either.burdened with neither finesse nor tact . Clearly he is not clairvoyant either.   

  

That was all of four years ago. Yet Rhona and I have never been happier, if you can leave load shedding,  That was all of four years ago. Yet Rhona and I have never been happier, if you can leave load shedding,  

vervet monkeys and the petrol price out of the equation.vervet monkeys and the petrol price out of the equation.  

  

Perhaps it was my CV that triggered the perception of academic stagnation in Marina Beach.  By the time I Perhaps it was my CV that triggered the perception of academic stagnation in Marina Beach.  By the time I 

entered the last decade of my varied career, it started off rather pompously as these imageentered the last decade of my varied career, it started off rather pompously as these image--polishing  polishing    

documents are designed to do with: “A graduate of Wits University,  with postdocuments are designed to do with: “A graduate of Wits University,  with post--graduate qualifications graduate qualifications 

from Trinity College, London,  The National University of Singapore and Stanford University, from Trinity College, London,  The National University of Singapore and Stanford University,   

California…….”. From that introduction it hastened to assure the reader that I could  manage  absolutely California…….”. From that introduction it hastened to assure the reader that I could  manage  absolutely 

anything from   dairy farming  Yak milk in Tibet  to directing a  Christmas Pantomime in Wembly anything from   dairy farming  Yak milk in Tibet  to directing a  Christmas Pantomime in Wembly   

Stadium.  Stadium.    

Nowadays, happily, no one knows, or cares.Nowadays, happily, no one knows, or cares.  

  

Actually, I started out as a school teacher.  Of course,  that experience does qualify one to direct panto-Actually, I started out as a school teacher.  Of course,  that experience does qualify one to direct panto-

mimes in virtually any location  but the chief attraction was that it gave me mimes in virtually any location  but the chief attraction was that it gave me 

plenty of  downtime to play tennis.  plenty of  downtime to play tennis.    

    

I did that with commendable dedication but with aspiration always running I did that with commendable dedication but with aspiration always running 

slightly ahead of natural athletic gift.  In 1968, when the Sunday Times pub-slightly ahead of natural athletic gift.  In 1968, when the Sunday Times pub-

lished a photograph of Cliff Drysdale practising with me every afternoon  for  lished a photograph of Cliff Drysdale practising with me every afternoon  for  

three weeks before South Africa’s Davis Cup match against Spain, my pupils three weeks before South Africa’s Davis Cup match against Spain, my pupils 

at Greenside High cut out the picture, drew a generous moustache on it and at Greenside High cut out the picture, drew a generous moustache on it and 

pasted it on my classroom door.  I attributed the gesture to reverence rather pasted it on my classroom door.  I attributed the gesture to reverence rather 

than disrespect. Except that I hate facial hair.than disrespect. Except that I hate facial hair.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Two scholarship awards from The Witwatersrand Council of education allowed me to teach at posh private Two scholarship awards from The Witwatersrand Council of education allowed me to teach at posh private 

schools in the UK (Sherborne and Eton) and the USA (St Andrews in Delawareschools in the UK (Sherborne and Eton) and the USA (St Andrews in Delaware.) 
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Much later these jollies led to  guest lectureships in English Literature at Austin University in Texas and Much later these jollies led to  guest lectureships in English Literature at Austin University in Texas and 

a threea three--month stint on Shakespeare and The Contemporary English novel  at Moscow University,  in month stint on Shakespeare and The Contemporary English novel  at Moscow University,  in 

what was then still the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.  what was then still the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.    

  

  

That was in 1961 when Russia banned all foreign television stations from That was in 1961 when Russia banned all foreign television stations from 

its May Day parade because Comrade Kruschev  was unveiling his arsenal its May Day parade because Comrade Kruschev  was unveiling his arsenal 

of interof inter--continental ballistic missiles with nuclear warheads.  That entire continental ballistic missiles with nuclear warheads.  That entire 

day I stood on a street corner in downtown Moscow among  2 million of day I stood on a street corner in downtown Moscow among  2 million of 

Mother Russia’s most obedient.   With the reckless abandon  of youth I Mother Russia’s most obedient.   With the reckless abandon  of youth I 

took  72 illegal pictures of the passing parade of  chilling military took  72 illegal pictures of the passing parade of  chilling military   

hardware. hardware.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

My Contarex camera with its fixed 35mm lens and 36 exposure, 100 ISO Kodachrome slide film was My Contarex camera with its fixed 35mm lens and 36 exposure, 100 ISO Kodachrome slide film was 

concealed under a  heavy duffel coat.   I had bought  the garment on a January sale in London. It was concealed under a  heavy duffel coat.   I had bought  the garment on a January sale in London. It was 

more functional than fashionable  and  could have doubled as a fairly substantial horse blanket for any  more functional than fashionable  and  could have doubled as a fairly substantial horse blanket for any  

notnot--tootoo--fussy horse.fussy horse.  

A little more than a year later, on October 14 1962, an American U2 spy plane, on a routine A little more than a year later, on October 14 1962, an American U2 spy plane, on a routine   

surveillance mission over Cuba, took photographs of those same nuclear missiles, triggering the most surveillance mission over Cuba, took photographs of those same nuclear missiles, triggering the most 

sensitive crisis of the Cold War.  Kennedy won the showsensitive crisis of the Cold War.  Kennedy won the show--down and that is why we are all still here.down and that is why we are all still here.  

  

By 1974 I had outgrown the  Transvaal Education Department’s restraints on high school headmasters.  By 1974 I had outgrown the  Transvaal Education Department’s restraints on high school headmasters.  

Even the school’s toilet paper had to be requisitioned in quadruplicate on pink forms bearing the Even the school’s toilet paper had to be requisitioned in quadruplicate on pink forms bearing the   

provincial coat of arms.  So William Smith and I started the Star Schools, which grew to include the provincial coat of arms.  So William Smith and I started the Star Schools, which grew to include the   

Daily News Schools in Durban and the Argus Schools in Cape Town.  For 10 years we ran a commercial Daily News Schools in Durban and the Argus Schools in Cape Town.  For 10 years we ran a commercial 

operation, each year  teaching  some 45,000 school pupils and university students across the country.  operation, each year  teaching  some 45,000 school pupils and university students across the country.  

The greater independence of this occupation  allowed me to work, coach and travel with our top junior The greater independence of this occupation  allowed me to work, coach and travel with our top junior 

tennis players, Jennifer Mundel , a Wimbledon quartertennis players, Jennifer Mundel , a Wimbledon quarter--finalist, and our Davis Cup player, Robbie finalist, and our Davis Cup player, Robbie   

Venter.Venter.  

  

  

  

It was during those years that I presented  the SABCIt was during those years that I presented  the SABC--TV weekly arts and culture TV weekly arts and culture   

program “Galaxy” which  put me in touch with  celebrity artists from all over the program “Galaxy” which  put me in touch with  celebrity artists from all over the 

world.  For that role I had to adopt a more arty profile than was my custom.world.  For that role I had to adopt a more arty profile than was my custom.  
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The Border War was  also in full swing during those years and we all contributed in our various ways. The Border War was  also in full swing during those years and we all contributed in our various ways.   

.By 1984 I had tired of teaching Shakespeare and English grammar,  24/7  to the masses, so I accepted an .By 1984 I had tired of teaching Shakespeare and English grammar,  24/7  to the masses, so I accepted an 

offer to join the electronics and electrical industries as a corporate executive with Altron.  offer to join the electronics and electrical industries as a corporate executive with Altron.    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

In July of 1988 P.W. Botha agreed to the release of Nelson Mandela but was forced to rescind the decision In July of 1988 P.W. Botha agreed to the release of Nelson Mandela but was forced to rescind the decision 

when the top brass of the military and police threatened to resign if he did so.  when the top brass of the military and police threatened to resign if he did so.    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

I met Nelson Mandela for the first time with Bill Venter at a mountainI met Nelson Mandela for the first time with Bill Venter at a mountain--top retreat  outside Nelspruit to top retreat  outside Nelspruit to   

negotiate the lifting of  the US sanctions that were destroying the South African economy.  Although he negotiate the lifting of  the US sanctions that were destroying the South African economy.  Although he 

had been out of jail for 8 months, Mandela (“please call me Nelson” had been out of jail for 8 months, Mandela (“please call me Nelson” ––  I never could)  was still wearing his I never could)  was still wearing his 

Robben Island uniform,  “because after 27 years I feel comfortable in nothing else”,  he assured me.Robben Island uniform,  “because after 27 years I feel comfortable in nothing else”,  he assured me.   

  

When Nelson Mandela and FW de Klerk wanted to have their first ever manWhen Nelson Mandela and FW de Klerk wanted to have their first ever man--toto--man discussions in total man discussions in total 

privacy, they chose  to do so over dinner in our  Bryanston house.  Rhona prepared their mutually privacy, they chose  to do so over dinner in our  Bryanston house.  Rhona prepared their mutually   

favourite main course of oxfavourite main course of ox--tail stew.  Recalling the occasion years afterwards, both remembered the tail stew.  Recalling the occasion years afterwards, both remembered the   

oxox--tail more clearly than their spirited discussion.tail more clearly than their spirited discussion.  

  

In 1995,  when MTN was launched, its CEO  headIn 1995,  when MTN was launched, its CEO  head--hunted me to add some grey hair to a  staff complement hunted me to add some grey hair to a  staff complement 

of 200 with an average age of 24.  That led to interaction  with the new government and close ties with of 200 with an average age of 24.  That led to interaction  with the new government and close ties with 

Nelson Mandela.  Nelson Mandela.    
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My interest was also sparked  in the forensic application of cell phone records to crime prevention.  By My interest was also sparked  in the forensic application of cell phone records to crime prevention.  By 

2000 I was a  South African link  with both Scotland Yard and the FBI on the subject of cyber forensics. 2000 I was a  South African link  with both Scotland Yard and the FBI on the subject of cyber forensics.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Rhona came into my life at Greenside High in Johannesburg where she ultimately became head of the Rhona came into my life at Greenside High in Johannesburg where she ultimately became head of the 

English department.  Ironically we had both spent our high school years in Potchefstroom but being six English department.  Ironically we had both spent our high school years in Potchefstroom but being six 

years apart in age, did not meet until we fortuitously landed up as teachers at the same school in years apart in age, did not meet until we fortuitously landed up as teachers at the same school in   

Johannesburg.  Rhona is very modest about her past, which included scaling cliffs by her finger nails as a Johannesburg.  Rhona is very modest about her past, which included scaling cliffs by her finger nails as a 

member of the Wits University mountain  club and camping her way through Scandinavia in a back-member of the Wits University mountain  club and camping her way through Scandinavia in a back-

packer’s tent.  Her modesty extends to a refusal to allow me to post any pictures of her youthful packer’s tent.  Her modesty extends to a refusal to allow me to post any pictures of her youthful   

escapades.escapades.  

  

When I was doing Star Schools, Rhona, also an English Major from Wits University,   ran the Afrikaans When I was doing Star Schools, Rhona, also an English Major from Wits University,   ran the Afrikaans 

division of our business, which was sponsored by Beeld newspaper and addressed the educational needs division of our business, which was sponsored by Beeld newspaper and addressed the educational needs 

of thousands of Afrikaans pupils in the greater Transvaal.  She continued this for many years and grew  of thousands of Afrikaans pupils in the greater Transvaal.  She continued this for many years and grew  

Beeldskool  into a household name among the white and coloured AfrikaansBeeldskool  into a household name among the white and coloured Afrikaans--speaking communities of speaking communities of 

the country. the country.   

  

We had dated and had planned to marry in 1971, but in 1970 the Education Department announced a We had dated and had planned to marry in 1971, but in 1970 the Education Department announced a   

surprise housing scheme.   It offered married teachers 100% loans for firstsurprise housing scheme.   It offered married teachers 100% loans for first--time buyers just when  I had a time buyers just when  I had a 

oneone--week option to buy a 3week option to buy a 3--bedroomed house four blocks from the school for the astronomical price of bedroomed house four blocks from the school for the astronomical price of 

R15,000.    So I proposed formally on a Monday evening and  Friday afternoon of that same week saw R15,000.    So I proposed formally on a Monday evening and  Friday afternoon of that same week saw 

Rhona and me  exchanging rings at a church in Randburg. For several months after that Rhona’s waist-Rhona and me  exchanging rings at a church in Randburg. For several months after that Rhona’s waist-

line was the focus of every pupil in the school.   After several  teachers at Greenside High  had proved to line was the focus of every pupil in the school.   After several  teachers at Greenside High  had proved to 

be unusually fertile, we insured against ever producing twins.  But there must have been something in the be unusually fertile, we insured against ever producing twins.  But there must have been something in the 

school’s water because we  also did just that in 1973 with the arrival of Ingrid and Juliet.  Ingrid  now school’s water because we  also did just that in 1973 with the arrival of Ingrid and Juliet.  Ingrid  now 

has her own physio practice in Johannesburg and is currently putting the finishing touches on her has her own physio practice in Johannesburg and is currently putting the finishing touches on her   

doctorate at Wits.  Juliet manages the drugdoctorate at Wits.  Juliet manages the drug--trial division  for  the pharmaceutical giant Astrazeneca in trial division  for  the pharmaceutical giant Astrazeneca in 

South Africa and travels the world as part of her job.  Our son Ryan, who arrived two years after the South Africa and travels the world as part of her job.  Our son Ryan, who arrived two years after the 

twins, accepted a tennis scholarship from USC in Los Angeles the day he finished matric.  There he twins, accepted a tennis scholarship from USC in Los Angeles the day he finished matric.  There he 

graduated and  has lived in California ever since.  He is now a financial systems analyst (beyond me!) graduated and  has lived in California ever since.  He is now a financial systems analyst (beyond me!) 

with one of those multiwith one of those multi--billion dollar highbillion dollar high--tech companies that deals with something called The Cloud.   tech companies that deals with something called The Cloud.   

Modern fiveModern five--yearyear--olds probably know  precisely what The Cloud is, but that concept  is also completely olds probably know  precisely what The Cloud is, but that concept  is also completely 

beyond me. However, it does sound curiously grand and the notion is a source of great parental pride.    beyond me. However, it does sound curiously grand and the notion is a source of great parental pride.    

“My son works in The Cloud, you know….in California,” one says with a nudge and a wink of innuendo “My son works in The Cloud, you know….in California,” one says with a nudge and a wink of innuendo 

and mystery.and mystery.  

  

Apart from being a dedicated mother, Rhona has always been a  gourmet cook and the Apart from being a dedicated mother, Rhona has always been a  gourmet cook and the   

consummate hostess.  Dinner parties were frequent affairs that allowed us to keep in touch with a circle consummate hostess.  Dinner parties were frequent affairs that allowed us to keep in touch with a circle 

of inspiring friends.of inspiring friends.  
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The one constant thread throughout my varied career has been photography. On my 7th birthday I was The one constant thread throughout my varied career has been photography. On my 7th birthday I was   

given a Baby Brownie.  I still have it on my desk as a reminder of the privileges photographers enjoy given a Baby Brownie.  I still have it on my desk as a reminder of the privileges photographers enjoy   

today , when one can shoot 400 images in an afternoon, delete 398 on the same evening and then collect today , when one can shoot 400 images in an afternoon, delete 398 on the same evening and then collect 

club bronzes for the remaining two if the planets are favourably aligned.club bronzes for the remaining two if the planets are favourably aligned.   

  

The Baby Brownie Special  did not strain the mind.  There were two moving parts.  The one wound on the The Baby Brownie Special  did not strain the mind.  There were two moving parts.  The one wound on the 

film for its 12 exposures and the other released a shutter at the onefilm for its 12 exposures and the other released a shutter at the one--andand--only speed of a 50th  of a second.  only speed of a 50th  of a second.  

The film would be taken to Lewis’s Chemist  in the main street of Potchefstroom.  A week later one would The film would be taken to Lewis’s Chemist  in the main street of Potchefstroom.  A week later one would 

collect the twelve little black and white photos with a free packet of  “corners” for fixing them in an album. collect the twelve little black and white photos with a free packet of  “corners” for fixing them in an album.   

  

    

(From an early age I was prone to responding irreverently to things profound  and this (From an early age I was prone to responding irreverently to things profound  and this 

is how I posed two willing girls from Jeppe Girls’ High School  whom I encountered is how I posed two willing girls from Jeppe Girls’ High School  whom I encountered 

at the Voortrekker Monument  when my Baby Brownie accompanied me on a school at the Voortrekker Monument  when my Baby Brownie accompanied me on a school 

visit more than 60 years ago.)visit more than 60 years ago.)  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

At university I graduated to a Contarex camera that offered very little more except that colour slide film At university I graduated to a Contarex camera that offered very little more except that colour slide film 

had become available.  In 1964 I bought my first Nikon from Olden’s Camera Shop in New York and paid had become available.  In 1964 I bought my first Nikon from Olden’s Camera Shop in New York and paid 

for it within 6 months by selling pictures from the tennis circuit to World Tennis Magazine.  They paid me for it within 6 months by selling pictures from the tennis circuit to World Tennis Magazine.  They paid me 

$200 for every colour cover  and $100 for black$200 for every colour cover  and $100 for black--andand--whites.  That  income  allowed me to buy my first whites.  That  income  allowed me to buy my first   

telephoto lens telephoto lens ––  a mighty 135mm  that over the years captured  every player of distinction from Pancho a mighty 135mm  that over the years captured  every player of distinction from Pancho 

Gonzales to Bjorn Borg.Gonzales to Bjorn Borg.  

  

(It also captured players of  little or no distinction at all, sometimes being (It also captured players of  little or no distinction at all, sometimes being   

operated by fellow players on the tennis circuit in the days when one played one’s operated by fellow players on the tennis circuit in the days when one played one’s 

friends and not their cheque books.) friends and not their cheque books.)   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Being married to me, Rhona had little option but to be a tennis wife and, for the past four years, a Being married to me, Rhona had little option but to be a tennis wife and, for the past four years, a   

companion photographer. That is now a hobby  which she  pursues with a dedication that matches the companion photographer. That is now a hobby  which she  pursues with a dedication that matches the   

exceptional merits of her art.  exceptional merits of her art.    

  

Although my commerciallyAlthough my commercially--minded friends predicted that we would come scuttling back to the big minded friends predicted that we would come scuttling back to the big   

metropolis within six months of retiring,  we are ecstatic about our choice of  Marina Beach.  Since all of metropolis within six months of retiring,  we are ecstatic about our choice of  Marina Beach.  Since all of 

us have sometime or other  to enter the departure hall of life  to wait for our flight to be called, there are us have sometime or other  to enter the departure hall of life  to wait for our flight to be called, there are 

few  airports as attractive as the  South Coast of Natal. Besides, who could ask for better departurefew  airports as attractive as the  South Coast of Natal. Besides, who could ask for better departure--hall hall   

entertainment than the Hibiscus Coast Photographic Society and the monthly thrill of secondentertainment than the Hibiscus Coast Photographic Society and the monthly thrill of second--guessing the guessing the 

judges’ resourceful opinions on the images displayed.judges’ resourceful opinions on the images displayed.  

  

  

The EndThe End  
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Judging at Club LevelJudging at Club Level  
Johann van der Walt FPSSA FRPS Hon PSSA Hon CPA 

 

 

It is important to understand the differences between the types of photography judging.   

 

In South Africa, we mainly see 3 broad types of judging, namely, 

Club Judging 

Salon Judging 

Honours Judging 

 

Salon Judging is a competition.  You compete with fellow photographers.  Your results in a salon 

is not necessary an indication of the quality of the work, but it is an indication of how well you 

compare with the other participants.  There are many influences on your result; If, for instance, 

many “very good” photographers participate in the salon, you may find it more difficult to receive 

an acceptance or one of the top awards, while the opposite is also true; if there are not many “very 

good” photographers participating, you may find that even more than one of your photographs  

receive some of the top awards – you may even receive totally different results in to consecutive 

salons with the same photos!  Even a small thing such as your photo being preceded by a couple of 

poor quality photos may “lift” your photo to receive a good award. 

We also find that some of our photos do much better on international salons than on our own local 

circuit.  This is typical because “something different” or “something out of the ordinary” is what 

salon judges are looking for. 

 

Honours judging, on the other hand, is like a showcase.  You ask a panel of judges whether 

your photos is up to a certain standard.  You ask, “Please tell me if I reach the standard”.  In this 

case consistency of quality is very important.  If, for instance a panel include a set of portrait  

photos, the light (light source, direction and exposure) of each photo must convey the mood of the 

photo.  The judges are asked to mark the photos as “up to standard” or “below standard”.  Here you 

do not compete against other photographers, but rather against a standard (and also against your-

self). 

 

Club judging (the topic of this document) is about teaching.  Firstly it is important that it is not 

a competition – although many clubs also include some form of competition which is good as it 

helps stimulate the interaction between members, but the competition is a side show. 

In club judging the score given is an indication of the quality of the photo, but it is important that 

the judge also explain why the specific score was given.  These comments must include both  

encouraging remarks with which the judge recognises the strong points of the photo, but he must 

also point out the problems recognised with examples of how to avoid or fix these problems.   

In club photography it is expected of the judge to have a very broad knowledge of all the genres of 

photography as he needs to understand the limitations of the specific genre in order to give some 

advice to the photographer. 

Many judges find it difficult to consistently score a set of photos and to give comments that will be 

in line with the score. 

Most clubs make use of a system that divides the possible “scores” (and awards) into  

approximately 5 steps.  This could be in the form of actual 5 points (or multiples of 5) or it could 

be in the form of awards. 
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To make it easier for a new (or trainee) judge, we can use this 5 point scoring system as a guideline 

to prepare the judge for the comments (remember the comments are the part where the teaching is 

taking place). 

Firstly, the reason for using 5 points is that it gives a good middle point.  As 3 is the middle point 

In a 5 point system, we could say that a mark of 3 means that the photo is of reasonable quality 

with some technical faults.   

If the photo is of reasonable quality, and the judge finds that the use of light and composition 

makes it easy to understand the reason why the photographer took this photo (we could say this is a 

strong photo), it could be a reason to add to the initial score and therefore give the photo a mark of 

4. 

When a photo is so good that the judge needs to sit back to take it in (we will call it “The photo has 

high impact”) and the judge did not find anything wrong with it, he will most likely score the  

photo a 5. 

On the other hand, if the judge does see reason to point out some problems in the photo, the judge 

needs to deduct from that initial middle point of 3.  So a score of 2 must go hand in hand with an 

explanation of the issues and how to avoid or fix them in the future. 

In our club we use a 10 point scale.  But if you look closely, it ended up as a 5 point scale.  Firstly, 

we use a score of 6 to indicate a “wrong category” or disqualification.  Thus, the 6 is not really part 

of our scale.  This leaves us with 9 scores from 7 to 15.  The below table shows how we use this as 

an indication of what we think of the photo (so to speak).    The only reason why we changed from 

a 5 point to a 10 point scale, is to give us the opportunity to “fine tune” the score/comment  

combination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The important thing is that there is a correlation between the score we give and the associated  

comments.  Remember, THIS IS ALL ABOUT TEACHING. 

 

Note, this is my view and may differ from that of our club’s and the PSSA. 

 

  Out 

of 

15 

Out 

of 

5 

Reason 

1 6 0 Disqualify 

2 7 1 There are many technical points that needs attention. 

3 8 1 There are more than 1 technical point that needs attention. 

4 9 2 The photo is “okay” but a technical point needs attention. 

5 10 2 The photo is “okay” but could be better.  Technically it is also fine. 

6 11 3 The photo is “okay” and the photographer’s use of composition or light makes it easy to under-

stand what he wanted to show us. 

7 12 3 The photo is good and the photographer uses more than one composition or light technique to 

create this photo. 

8 13 3 The photo is very good with very little technical issues 

9 14 4 The photo is very good and almost no comments to improve the image exists.  The photo 

“speaks” to me 

10 15 5 This photo is excellent, no technical issues and very good use of composition elements to create a 

mood.  Nothing can be added to improve the photo. 
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CLUB JUDGING CONTD.

 CLUB JUDGING is teaching – These 
are the elements that will be 
considered by the club judges – but the 
most important point in the judging is 
not how many points are awarded but 
rather how the judge can assist in 
giving constructive feedback – the aim 
being to TEACH. 

SALON JUDGING

 SALON JUDGING is competition – the judges have 
been asked to select the images that are in their 
opinion the best – they are each entitled to their 
own opinion and while each of these elements are 
still important some are more important than others 
in competition.    Something different – impact –
topical and interesting – communication – appeals 
to the Salon judges – so we need to remember 
SALON JUDGING IS COMPETITION.

HONOURS JUDGING

 HONOURS JUDGING – is 
EXAMINATION – Honours judges are 
also considering all these aspects but 
whereas the impact might carry it in a 
salon – the honours judges are also 
considering whether you have Mastered 
the art and craft of photography –
Remember it is EXAMINATION
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National Geographic Photographers and the Lions They‘ve Seen  

By PROOF STAFF 

 

Magnificent. Exceptional. Skilled. Relentless. Powerful. Life-changing. These are just some 

of the words some National Geographic photographers used when describing lions they 

had encountered during their careers. The recent killing of Cecil, a 13-year-old lion from  

Zimbabwe‘s Hwange National Park, has struck a nerve with people all over the world. As 

we mourn his death, we wanted to know—what‘s it like to be among the living? To spend 

time with a lion in its natural habitat? To witness them hunt, mate, and sleep, and to hear 

the shattering roars? So we turned to the experts—photographers who have spent  

extensive time documenting lion prides. Their stories and photographs tap  into the  

awe-inspiring power that earns lions their rightful nickname, the ―king of beasts.‖ —Kim Hub-

bard, Kathy Moran, Melody Rowell, and Jessie Wender 

He emerged out of a sandstorm as if he was Lord of the Desert. The big Kalahari 

lion walked straight into a howling wind, mane flowing, seemingly oblivious to the 

stinging sand. He was on a mission and nothing could stop him. For a few precious 

minutes he let my Land Rover accompany him as February storm clouds turned the 

sky black. I could not make photographs fast enough. This was the kind of special 

moment I had sought for years in Africa, but the light was fading fast. The lion 

quickened his pace, turned right, and disappeared over a steep dune. There was 

no point in trying to follow him. The landscape that made him exceptional made it 

impossible to continue. I turned and drove to camp, convinced that Kalahari lions 

are the wildest and most magnificent lions in all of Africa. They must be, for they 

live in the harshest environment, where only the strongest survive. 

—Chris Johns 
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C-Boy the Lion is my Cecil, and the exact same thing could have happened to him. 

He is famous because of my pictures and David Quammen‘s text for the [National 

Geographic] story ―The Short Happy Life of a Serengeti Lion.‖ His territory in  

Serengeti National Park borders on a legal safari hunting area, which C-Boy would 

go to if lured out, as Cecil was. 

My first encounter with C-Boy was while he was on a consort (mating session) with 

two lionesses. I followed him into the night using night vision to drive and infrared 

illumination to photograph by. He may have been disturbed by my invasion of his  

privacy while mating, but I doubt it. The life-changing moment for me and my team 

(our driver—[who was] my wife, Reba—and the videographer, [who was] my long-

time assistant, Nathan Williamson) came after [the mating session], when C-Boy 

walked to our open vehicle. It was pitch-dark so we could not see him, but we could 

feel that he was literally inches, not feet, away. He proceeded to roar: first north, 

then west, east, and south. Then he was done and walked away, not [to] be seen 

again for several weeks. The roar was so loud and so powerful it blew out our  

microphones as we tried to record it. It was the most awesome display of natural  

power I have ever seen. —Michael ―Nick‖ Nichols 

 

 

―Responsible wildlife photographers observe a strict code of ethics. The cardinal 

rule: if anything you do directly or indirectly endangers, restricts or harasses an  

animal, stop and leave the animal alone. The integrity of a wildlife photograph  

evaporates if the subject was not free to come and go, if it shows fear or  

anxiousness, if it has been provoked to attack or to defend itself.‖ 

~ Robert Winkler, A Wildlife Photography Primer 
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-  I took this picture at a lion-breeding farm in South Africa. I got inside this enclosure 

with around 30 of these lion cubs. I thought it would make an interesting image to 

be in there with them. That was my mistake. Within a minute they surrounded me 

from all sides and herded me up a small rise in the middle of the enclosure. They 

were in full-on stalk mode. I didn‘t know where to look, and alarm bells started  

ringing in my head. I had been stupid. None of these cubs [was] more than six 

months old, but they were full-on lions from the start. The fact that they had grown 

up in captivity and never hunted prey had done nothing to diminish that instinct. I 

remember wishing that I had a camera mounted above me so that I could shoot the 

perfect symmetry of their advance. The manager of this lion farm had to come in and 

rescue me—not my proudest moment. 

Shooting on South Africa‘s lion farms was a tough one; I always try to remain  

objective in my reporting, but sometimes that‘s very difficult. The jury is still out as 

to what the future will mean for lions. Humans are more voracious than lions will  

ever be—we seize their land, kill their natural prey, force them into conflict with us. 

Certain hunters pay a lot of money to shoot these magnificent creatures: Some of 

[it] genuinely reinforces conservation, [while] some of it just reinforces alpha-male 

egos. What is certain is that if we do not protect their natural habitats, the lions of 

the future will all come from these facilities, just another manufactured commodity. 

I wonder then how many generations it would take to quell the lion within. 

—Brent Stirton 
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My husband Dereck and I have worked with lions for over 30 years and each is an 

individual, just like poor Cecil who was recently killed in Zimbabwe. While filming 

Relentless Enemies: Lions and Buffalo, we worked with a group of young males 

and females called the Skimmer pride. One day they adventurously explored … an 

adjoining territory. When a large male lion stood up from the tall grasses, each 

youngster turned and fled immediately and ran back to the river, where they leapt 

in and splashed across running for their lives—but straight towards me. We got to 

know each of these young lions, mourned each loss to the pride, and celebrated 

each success. They would often lie in the shade of our vehicle quite relaxed. 

Look into the eyes of a lion and you will see a wildness and yet an innocence that 

we need to protect. The wildness is in many ways symbolic of what we love about 

Africa and lions; the innocence is what Cecil the lion was, each of these lions are, 

unable to ever match our guns. Look into the eyes of a lion and you will see both 

the good in man—those who care for them—and the bad: those who will kill them 

for the blood sport … We are better than this. —Beverly Joubert 

 

 

―At no time in Earth‘s history has there been a greater need to raise awareness of 

the myriad life forms threatened with extinction, not by natural selection or  

cosmic events, but by both the actions and inactions of man…Wildlife photography 

has the power to create that vital awareness‖ 

….Martin Harvey 
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Tips on How to Create Better Black & White Images By Chris Gampat  

 

Watch B&W Movies like Casa Blanca 

I‘m a huge fan of B&W movies from the 40s and 50s! I watch the plot, but even more 

so, I watch the lighting! They couldn‘t use colour to pull our attention around; they 

had to light to do that, using shades to tell their story. Mystery, death, love, hate, 

jealousy—they said them all with light! You can watch and learn a lot about B&W 

photography from these old movies. Keep in mind that everyone watches them. The 

public has certain preconceived visual concepts because of them. Learn them, ex-

plore them, and exploit them, and you can vastly improve your B&W photography! 

 

Contrast is Your Friend! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traditionally, black and white photography has been a contrasty medium. In colour 

photography, big contrast is often discouraged. In the days of film, we often would 

attach a red filter when shooting black and white, just to increase the contrast. In 

this example, because of the large boulder, the bald skies of Alabama Hills go very 

dark, thus making the boulder visibly pop. Looking under the boulder, you can see 

the heavy shadow, telling you it‘s a contrasty condition. 

 

Flat Light has Lots to Offer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And the exact opposite is true as well! Flat light, or light which has no giant range of 

exposure, can make for dramatic B&W images. Typically, though, this requires that 

you look at the elements, and find one or more deep blacks that grab the eye. In this 

case, the falling snow is flattening out the light, though the snow on the ground sets 

the stage. The wet, black road in the centre of the frame takes the eye through the 

image, and then the speckles of black bring the eye back down. Standing there, you 

wouldn‘t have thought there was a photo, and that‘s because of the flat light. 
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Black Makes White Brighter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a favourite trick of mine: making the darks darker so the lights appear 

brighter. By association—and nothing else—when we make darks go darker, the 

mind just assumes the other elements have to be brighter, even though in reality 

they are not. This downpour over Bridgeport Reservoir is an example of that. In this 

case, I knew what was possible in the darkroom that would pull that black down, 

making that small microburst really pop. This is not what I saw standing there. It 

was a pretty even grey sky. The only difference is that the microburst was  

reflecting light, and the background was not. That‘s all that was required to make it 

pop in post. 

 

Graphics Make for Bigger Drama 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I just love vanishing lines! When you can include those in any B&W photo, you have 

a visually powerful image. In this case, with this little rail station in Upper NY, the 

architecture lends itself perfectly to the drama of B&W. The long, narrow  

construction, the gingerbread pattern, and the bright rails leading off into the  

distance take the eye to the stormy skies, which bring you right back to the front of 

the station. Because it‘s by the roof line, the bright spot in the sky helps with the 

competing pattern of the gingerbread 
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Exposure is Your Friend 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

―Seeing‖ (thinking) in B&W is a very common difficulty for photographers. This 

stands to reason, since we live in a color world. Many B&W images are around you if 

you just think underexposure. This shot, taken at Cliff House in San Francisco, was 

an off-the-hip shot as we were walking in to breakfast. It was basically a bright 

morning, with the storm quickly heading east. I saw that great cloud shape in the 

sky, and knew I wanted the shot. If I exposed normally, the sky would have been 

blown out and the sand a medium gray. But by underexposing 2.5 stops, I pulled the 

sky to gray, the beach went black, and the surf stayed white, leading the eye 

through the frame. 

 

Filters Make it Easier 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the game of black and white photography, filters still make a world of difference! 

The polarizer can be used, unconventionally, to darken the sky, which in B&W  

creates big-time black drama. The split grad can be used for the same purpose, as 

you see in this photo of Ausable Chasm in NY. The mist from the falls was the photo, 

but to bring this out, its brightness needed to be set against something dark. By  

using a .9 (3 stop) split grad turned severely to the left, darkening the left corner, 

the mist could visually pop. There is no doubt that you have to think B&W when you 

do this, because you wouldn‘t have taken the photo if the end results were to be in 

colour. How do you develop an eye to see this? You do it a lot, and learn from you 

successes as well as your failures. If you don‘t have failures, you know you‘re not 

trying! 
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SALON ACCEPTANCES:   

Congratulations to all members that received Salon Achievements.  Please 

e mail  a copy of your achievements to Akash Basday (akash@basday.com) 

and Tom Prins (tomprins47@gmail.com) 

All images receiving multiple  Salon acceptances will only count a  

maximum of three acceptances at club level (irrespective of what was 

done to it). Administrators will rely on the integrity of members in this 

 regard but spot checks will be done.  

 

FACEBOOK: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLUB STATISTICS –  AUGUST  2015 

 

FACEBOOK is managed by Ari.  

Photos will no longer be uploaded to Facebook. 

2

59

56

10 4

August 2015

Merit

Gold

Silver

Bronze

Incorrect Category
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SET SUBJECTS:  2015  

 

Upload your images to Photovault by no later than the last Sunday of each 

month  
 

HUMOUR: 

 

Month Medium Topic 

Febru-
ary 

Mono Reflections 

March Colour Low Angle 

 

April Mono Table Top/ Still Life 

May Colour Propaganda Poster (Cash prize available – contact Ari & 
Piet) 

 

June Mono Mood & Emotion 

July Colour Silhouette 

 

August Mono Architecture 

Septem-
ber 

Colour Weathered (subject must be affected by the weather) 

October Mono Shadows 

Novem-
ber 

Colour Liquid in a Glass 

Decem-
ber 

Colour Holiday Spirit 
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SALON CALENDER    

More info at www.pssa.co.za and www.photovaultonline.co.za 

 

 

2015.08.08 - Bloemfontein Salon 

2015.08.22 - Westville Salon 

2015.09.12 - Tygerberg Salon 

2015.09.26 - Swartland Salon 

2015.10.10 - Middelburg Salon 

2015.10.24 - Cape Town Digital & AV Salon 

2015.11.07 - Beachcombers Salon 

 

Please check the PSSA website  regularly for  updates and 

changes. 

 

All members are encouraged to enter Salons  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BIRTHDAY WISHES    -   AUGUST 

 

Many happy returns of the day may all  

Happiness come your way!  

Howard Kelly   02            Pauline McGovern  15               Justin Klusner  18  

 

Akash Basday 21    Andries Bornman   31 

http://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCP-k-L3tm8cCFaYt2wodTX0LCg&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.estudiabetes.org%2Fprofile%2FMadelosAngelesMtzSilvadePozos%3Fxg_source%3Dactivity&ei=5zPHVb-VGqbb7AbN-q1Q&b
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PSSA CLUB WINNING PICTURES – JULY 2015 

 

How does this competition work? 

For the Club Winning Picture of the month a club representative submits the club winners for  

Junior and Senior sections via Photovault. 

 

The winning images are available for you to view on the PSSA website www.pssa.co.za 

 

CONGRATULATIONS JOE HOUGHTON ! On winning the PSSA Website Competition for July. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This was a shot I had pre visualised before I went to London, so during a trip to the Nikon School 

earlier this year (I do Nikon’s customer and dealer training in Ireland as well as private 1-1 and on-

line Lightroom training), I headed down to Westminster Bridge one evening specifically to see if I 

could make this image.   

 

I knew that I wanted the light trails from a well-lit bus to explode into the shot with Big Ben in the 

background, so I set up my tripod low down – about a foot off the ground to ensure that the head-

light trails would be roughly parallel with the road markings.  Trying this shot from a fully extended 

tripod gives a very different look – changing the angle is really important.  Settings were : Nikon 

D810, 16-35mm f4 lens set at 32mm, ISO 64, F11 to ensure good depth of field throughout and a 6 

second exposure.  The exposure time was set after watching a few buses pass through the robot at 

the other end of the bridge, so when I tried for the shot, I managed to get it on my second at-

tempt.  Very little post-processing on this shot – just a slight darkening of the black point which 

brought out the light trail colours even more.  It’s done well in salons – 3 accepts and a COM from 

Edenvale, so I’m very pleased with it! 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

 

Dave and Joy Mullin have relocated to Howick.  Best wishes from all of us!  

May your new home give you lots of warmth and happiness.  We hope to see 

you at Club sometime. 

 

Speedy recovery to Toi Skellern who has undergone surgery. Wishing you rest 

and  good health. We hope that you will be back to normal soon.  

 

Wishing Andries and Ann Bornman strength during their difficult time with 

their daughter‘s illness. Our thoughts are with you. 
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INFORMAL SPONSERS 

Thank you very much to the following sponsors: 

Photo Freedom (Shelly Centre) – Thank you Karen for kindly arranging the display of the monthly star 

winners’ images in the shop window.  We really appreciate being able to receive the images after they 

were displayed. 

 

PLEASE NOTE THAT WINNING IMAGES WILL NOT BE DISPLAYED UNTIL THE PHOTO 

FREEDOM “SELFIE” COMPETITION IS OVER , DUE TO A SHORTAGE OF WINDOW 

SPACE. 

 

South Coast Herald (Look Local) – Shenda for so diligently placing our monthly merit and star winning 

images on your Facebook page . 

 

 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

Chairman  - Kathy Kay        082 820 0868               kathykay@lantic.net 

Vice Chairman -Ari du Toit     072 468 5450                bluepond@vodamail.co.za 

Print Steward -Tom Prins     082 898 3990                tomprins47@gmail.com 

PRO/Sect. - Nerissa Naidoo    082 781 1292              nerissa@stmikes.co.za 

Treasurer  - Daryl Benecke    072 591 2768               darylb@telkomsa.net 

TOPS Admin - Akash Basday  082 572 5593               akash@basday.com 

 

 


